APPROACH

SISCO follows a disciplined approach that leverages the IEC CIM standard with proven implementation methods to deliver secure and robust application integration solutions. SISCO starts by working with our clients individually to develop the use cases needed to define your requirements based on your business needs.

The use cases identify those elements of the CIM that are needed, which are not needed, and guide the extensions necessary in order to choose or define the right profile that meets your requirements. SISCO works with best in class tools for modeling, documenting, defining messages, and middleware software to help define an optimized and secure integration framework for your system. SISCO then works with your staff or we can provide the resources to implement the overall system and build and/or configure application adapters and web services.

Once the implementation is ready, SISCO can work with you and your suppliers to implement interoperability and security test plans that ensure the implementation was done right and will deliver the services needed for the use cases.

BENEFITS

- SISCO’s deep understanding of the CIM, IEC 61850 and other standards along with active participation in the IEC standards committees results in solutions that minimize premature obsolescence

- Use of the CIM for data modeling to drive the integration architecture helps make the growing complexity of Smart Grid applications more manageable

- Using a model-driven approach with CIM leverages both legacy systems and modern integration technology to support incremental integration and enabling continuous improvement to preserve integration investments over time

- SISCO’s approach follows industry initiatives like the NIST Smart Grid Framework for maximum interoperability with other solutions and potential future regulatory requirements retrieved, and archived; to help meet regulatory requirements and to more effectively perform forensic analysis on past events
PROJECT SUCCESS

SISCO is committed to the ultimate success of your project. SISCO will work with you to provide an optimized set of services to meet your needs. From training programs to build your internal staff skills all the way to turnkey implementation of the entire system, SISCO is prepared to work with you and your team as needed to deliver the best possible solution.

SISCO has a long track record of working cooperatively with many different companies to deliver solutions to the energy utility industry and can effectively work with your suppliers to achieve success on your projects.

SISCO’s commitment to your success does not end at acceptance. SISCO can continue to work with your Implementation team to help keep your system operating securely and with maximum effectiveness. Beyond that, SISCO can help with identifying and implementing incremental improvements and additions to the system that preserves your investment while providing a solution that meets your needs over the long run.

SISCO CAPABILITIES

SISCO has the experience and knowledge to use the CIM to support successful integration of operational systems within the electric utility environment. Our team of experts have years of knowledge that enables us to deliver a customized set of services that meet your needs based on your Smart Grid objectives.

- Training programs to understand CIM and build staff knowledge
- Consulting services to assist in use case definition, data modeling, interface specification, profile development, and message generation
- Integration services to develop application adapters, web services (WSDLs) and other ESB or JMS components
- Testing services to verify interoperability of both in-house developed and vendor supplied components
- Support services to help keep systems operational over the long run